Although visual perception is dominant on motor perception, control and learning, auditory information can enhance and modulate perceptual as well as motor processes in a multifaceted manner. During last decades new methods of auditory augmentation had been developed with movement sonification as one of the most recent approaches expanding auditory movement information also to usually mute phases of movement. Despite general evidence on the effectiveness of movement sonification in different fields of applied research there is nearly no empirical proof on how sonification of gross motor human movement should be configured to achieve information rich sound sequences. Such lack of empirical proof is given for (a) the selection of suitable movement features as well as for (b) effective kinetic-acoustical mapping patterns and for (c) the number of regarded dimensions of sonification. In this study we explore the informational content of artificial acoustical kinematics in terms of a kinematic movement sonification using an intermodal discrimination paradigm. In a repeated measure design we analysed discrimination rates of six everyday upper limb actions to evaluate the effectiveness of seven different kinds of kinematic-acoustical mappings as well as short term learning effects. The kinematics of the upper limb actions were calculated based on inertial motion sensor data and transformed into seven different sonifications. Sound sequences were randomly presented to participants and discrimination rates as well as confidence of choice were analysed. Data indicate an instantaneous comprehensibility of the artificial movement acoustics as well as short term learning effects. No differences between different dimensional encodings became evident thus indicating a high efficiency for intermodal pattern discrimination for the acoustically coded velocity distribution of the actions. Taken together movement information related to continuous kinematic parameters can be transformed into the auditory domain. Additionally, pattern based action discrimination is obviously not restricted to the visual modality. Artificial acoustical kinematics might be used to supplement and/or substitute visual motion perception in sports and motor rehabilitation.
Introduction
Although it is well known that the main sensory information guiding perception and recognition of movement comes from vision and proprioception (Abernethy et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2004) , there exists prevailing evidence that object motions and actions of humans can also be identified by the auditory system. When a person knocks on a door the amplitude of the sound indicates a lower or higher amount of force, resulting in a more silent or louder knock, respectively. Based on the knocking sound the listener may be able to make assumptions about who is knocking and which mood or intention this person might have. Such remarkable auditory discrimination skills may be based partially on auditory and audiovisual mirror neurons, constituting an 'action-listening' system as part of the perceptual system (Lahav et al., 2007) which is not only used during movement identification but also during the reenactment of distinct movements (Young et al., 2012) . It is further assumed, that the perception of non-consciously represented movement features has a remarkable informational potential in the perception and execution of motor tasks (Kibele, 2006) . There is a substantial amount of information decodable from motion-dependent sound supporting processes of motor perception, control and learning, which is realized by the auditory system in combination with multisensory integration sites.
Human motions are low-frequent and commonly beyond the human hearing range. Hearable motion-dependent sounds are restricted to interactions with external surfaces (in sport settings: surfaces of rackets, balls, grounds, etc.) or environmental situation-specific sounds (in daily life: rustling of clothing, skin, joints, etc.). To generate additional motion acoustics, the method of movement sonification -a technique to transform non-acoustic data into the acoustic domain -can be used to support motor perception as well as motor control. Even though there is initial evidence on the effectiveness of movement sonification (Effenberg, 2005; Rath and Rochesso, 2005; Vogt et al., 2010) it remains broadly unclear, how movement sonification becomes effective on motor processes and how to achieve a high efficiency with respect to parameter selection as well as to parameter mapping. Thereto recent neurophysiological work of Schmitz and colleagues (2013) has revealed an impact of additional movement sonification of distal kinematic parameters on motor perception: When observing sonified breaststroke movements of a human avatar, audiovisual precision of motor perception was enhanced. Participants were better in judging swimming velocity when auditory information was given in combination with visual information compared to visual information alone. Enhanced perception correlated to enhanced activation of parts of the mirror neuron system. Finally it was concluded that movement sonification "amplifies the activity of the human action observation system including subcortical structures of the motor loop" (Schmitz et al., 2013, p. 1) .
Based on these results of parameter selection we focused on a distal kinematic parameter that is closely related to the effect of the movement: The effector endpoint trajectory of the acting hand. Thereby we pose the question if movement specific continuous kinematics of the acting body itself have comparable effects on movement perception -as has been addressed on auditory coded action effects like door-knocking sounds -when it is transferred into the acoustic domain via movement sonification. This idea is supported by previous research on movement sonification exploring behaviorneurophysiological correlations finally revealing that biological motion areas (superior temporal sulcus (STS), inferior parietal cortex (IPC), cerebellum) are involved in the integration of concordant audiovisual stimuli of complex whole body movements (Scheef et al., 2009 ) and thus support motion perception.
There is compelling evidence on visual motion perception indicating that humans are able to recognize abstracted movements of their self and others (biological motion perception, Johannson, 1973; Thornton et al., 2002) . Even when original visual movement characteristics of human locomotion are dramatically restricted, people are able to recognize locomotion patterns. Already 1973 Johannson showed that the ability of observers to recognize abstract locomotion patterns depends on previous learning of similar motion patterns (Johannson, 1973) . Meanwhile research on biological motion perception has been expanded to other modalities, as to the auditory domain on natural motion sounds (Bidet-Caulet et al., 2005) . Current research is indicating that also artificial movement acoustics is feasible to address mechanisms of biological motion perception enabling participants to assess qualitative and quantitative features of gross motor movements Schmitz et al., 2013) . But it still remains unclear if complex movement patterns can be identified based on artificial kinematic movement sonification alone and without respective auditory experience.
Research on audiovisual motion perception using environmental (BidetCaulet et al., 2005) and artificial (Làdavas, 2008) sounds complementing movement behavior indicates that the integration of different sensory modalities occurs in similar and/or neighboring brain regions as unimodal perception (e.g., STS, IPC, cerebellum) and thus enhances specific neural activation (Beauchamp, 2005; Bidet-Caulet et al., 2005; Làdavas, 2008) . Bidet-Caulet et al. (2005) asked participants to indicate the sound direction of footsteps of a walking person presented to them during a fMRI study. Participants listened to the environmental sound of footsteps presented binaurally and were able to indicate when and to which direction (left or right of auditory field) the sound changed from one side to the other (Bidet-Caulet et al., 2005) . Following their fMRI data, Schmitz et al. (2013) suppose that specific brain areas (STS, mirror neuron system), which are involved in visual motion perception are activated also during auditory perception of artificial movement sounds as a part of multisensory integration (Lahav et al., 2007) . Another line of argumentation refers to a common code principle when explaining the advantages of multisensory stimuli compared to unisensory stimuli. It is argued that neighboring auditory and visual patches in the STS respond to modality-specific stimuli (auditory or visual) and convert them into a common code which is then passed into intervening multisensory patches, resulting in enhanced neural responses (Beauchamp, 2005) . Thus it can be assumed that the action observation system is rather multi-than unimodal but might as well be addressed by single modalities. Given the impact of auditory movement information on perception and action we wondered whether participants are able to discriminate actions just by artificial kinematic movement sounds which they had never heard before and never observed together with the visual stimuli within our study.
Hence, multisensory integration seems to provide mechanisms for the recovery of sensory and spatial deficits in such a way that weakness of the primary modality of information (e.g., vision) can be compensated by other senses (e.g., auditory and proprioceptive system; Làdavas, 2008) . Information represented in each of the primary sensory systems is highly influenced from the other senses (Calvert et al., 2004) . Studying the influence of the auditory system in visual detection tasks participants had to detect light spots in their visual field, which were either presented alone or in combination with a congruent or incongruent auditory signal. Normal subjects and patients with visual deficits showed enhanced multisensory neural responses, when stimuli of different sensory modalities were temporally (normal subjects) and spatially (patients with visual deficits) coincident. On the other hand there was no enhancement of multisensory responses when stimuli of different modalities were presented incongruently (Làdavas, 2008) and on single neuron level even response reduction occurred (Stein and Meredith, 1993) . Taken together it is getting evident that different forms of auditory stimuli may not only result in different auditory movement information but may also alter multisensory integration, clearly indicating the necessity of an appropriate intermodal stimulus configuration. The recovery of somatosensation after stroke e.g., can be supported with multisensory training settings by integrating auditory information in visuo-motor tasks (Carey et al., 2002) . The innate ability of the human brain to perceive and integrate multisensory events is reinforced and thus facilitates motor learning and relearning.
Additional empirical evidence comes from Parkinson's disease therapy (Ringenbach et al., 2011) : In a study on the accuracy of upper limb actions, younger and older adult patients were instructed verbally (up/down), visually (visual stimuli at top/bottom) or auditory (high/low tone) to draw lines. Overall, participants received lower coefficient of variance of cycle time, lower variability of amplitude and lower variability of relative phase in the auditory and visually instructed conditions compared to the verbally instructed condition. In the auditory instructed condition participants received a more consistent coordination of movement (Ringenbach et al., 2011) . The authors argue that the benefit of the auditory instructed condition may be related to the timing nature of the line drawing task. Especially on Parkinson's disease auditory cues seem to support a kinesthetic focus on the sensation of executed movements which may improve cognitive and motor functions (Ringenbach et al., 2011) . Obviously auditory stimuli are well suitable for guiding movement execution in timing tasks on both, healthy as well as challenged people.
When trying to create efficient artificial auditory movement information two main aspects have to be considered:
(1) Movement acoustics should possess a good correlation between the fine temporal structure of acoustical and optical stimuli to address multisensory integration sites selectively (Parise et al., 2012) .
(2) Movement acoustics should mediate auditory information about the related action pattern efficiently.
Ad (1): The mapping of sound to action patterns can be realized by measuring kinematic features of the movement and transforming them into sound, as has been realized with 'movement sonification' on rowing (Effenberg et al., 2011) or with the 'Bodycoder System' (Wilson-Bokowiec and Bokowiec, 2006) . Movement sonification is a method to expand movement acoustics to silent phases of actions which are usually not evoking attending sounds (e.g., actions or gestures of the limbs). Such artificial action-specific sounds contain information about the related movement kinematics, like the course of a trajectory, creating a new kind of movement information that we call acoustical kinematics. In contrast to discrete environmental sounds the selected movement features can be transformed continuously to acoustics -independently of ecological distractors. In our study velocity and position information of the effectors' endpoint trajectory is mapped to amplitude, frequency, spectral composition (of the sound) and stereo in different combinations (cf. Table 1 and Fig. 1 ). However, when listening to acoustical kinematics associated timbre information is missing because an electronic sound sample is used. Ad (2): The assessment of the informational content of acoustical kinematics can be realized by comparing the impact of the different kinematic Table 1 . Composition of the seven parameter combinations used for the sound sequences. Italic abbreviations in the left column refer to the combination of parameters in the other columns, e.g., ASC for amplitude and spectral composition, etc.
Parameter
Amplitude ( movement sonifications in a discrimination task. If reliability of auditory discrimination of action patterns correlates with the amount of available movement information, as many information of that pattern as possible should be coded by sonification.
Summed up, when studying the effects of intersensory processing and multisensory integration there is compelling evidence that combined congruent information can enhance perceptual learning (Beauchamp, 2005; Croix et al., 2010; Làdavas, 2008; Shams and Seitz, 2008) as well as training efficiency in adult learners (Seitz et al., 2006) . Furthermore research shows that multisensory information is most beneficial when presented congruently with good intermodal correlation (Parise et al., 2012; Shams and Seitz, 2008) and allocates the effectiveness of either environmental sounds or simple forms of music on recognition (Lahav et al., 2007) , differentiation (Bidet-Caulet et al., 2005) , reenactment (Young et al., 2012) and learning (Shams and Seitz, 2008) of human movement. Additional movement sonification enhances the perception and reproduction accuracy of gross motor movements (Effenberg, 2005) pointing to a broad application variety of artificial auditory movement information in sports and rehabilitation when addressing motor functions and tuning the multisensory framework. A goal could be to support athletes in technically oriented sport disciplines like gymnastics or high diving. In neuro-motor rehabilitation a main goal could be to enhance the recovery of every day-actionability of the upper limbs when being affected e.g. after stroke.
In our exploratory study different forms of kinematic movement sonifications are compared in terms of enabling a reliable auditory discrimination and cross-modal recognition (visual instruction and auditory discrimination) of six everyday upper limb actions. In detail, we wanted to find out if people are able to discriminate movement specific artificial sound sequences never heard before. Movement sonification was used to transform kinematic data of the distal end effector into the acoustic domain. Velocity and position information of the acting right arm was calculated based in inertial motion sensor data. Six different everyday upper limb actions were sonified using seven different parameter combinations each to explore possible differences of the discrimination frequencies. The seven parameter combinations were used to grade the sonified parameter complexities (from two up to four sonified parameters). Additionally it is hypothesized that upper limb actions can be differentiated according to their sonified kinematic parameters. For example, drawing a circle should be discriminated best, when its main action plane (e.g., medio-lateral and anterior-posterior plus velocity) is represented in the sound sequences of the movement sonification, compared to sound sequences where one or even both parameters are not represented (e.g., cranial-caudal plus velocity). Therefore we establish three categories of the six upper limb actions based on the similarity of the action structure: Action Category I -drawing a circle and stirring in a pot. This category is representing slow, circular actions in a common main action plane with structural differences in terms of velocity, smoothness and number of circular motions. These structural differences are detectable within the three sonified parameters, namely spectral composition (anterior-posterior plane), frequency (cranial-caudal plane) and stereo (medio-lateral plane). Action Category II -pouring water from one glass to another and drinking from a glass. This category is representing slow, linear actions which are detectable on their main action plane with structural differences in terms of the height of the key phase (pouring takes place at the level of the table, drinking at the level of the mouth). These structural differences are detectable within the two sonified parameters spectral composition (anterior-posterior plane) and stereo (medio-lateral plane). Action Category III -rasping one's nails and brushing one's teeth. This category is representing fast, cyclical actions which are detectable on the main action plane with structural differences in terms of movement frequency and the height of the actions' main phase. These structural differences are detectable within only one sonified parameter namely frequency (cranial-caudal plane).
Material and Method

Participants
In expectation of a medium effect (Cohen's f 0.25) we recruited N = 28 right-handed students (mean score and SE of Edinburgh Inventory = 90.34 ± 2.12; Oldfield, 1971 ) of the Leibniz University Hanover to participate in our study (n = 14 males, age = 24.71 ± 2.60 yrs; n = 14 females, age = 24.53 ± 3.28 yrs). All participants indicated that they had normal hearing. None of them reported to have any prior experiences concerning the experimental procedures used in our study (movement sonification). Participants were asked to discriminate different sonification sequences and rate confidence of choice for each of the 126 trials (3 repetitions × 6 actions × 7 parameter combinations; see also Section 2.3). Participants were informed about the general procedure and gave their written consent prior to the study. The experimental task was carried out regarding the guidelines of the Central Ethical Committee of the Leibniz University Hanover. 2010; Helten et al., 2011) . The person was videotaped when executing the six different everyday upper limb actions: (1) drawing a circle and (2) stirring in a pot (Action Category I); (3) pouring water from one glass to another and (4) drinking from a glass (Action Category II); (5) rasping one's nails and (6) brushing one's teeth (Action Category III; cf. Fig. 2 ), while raw data from the inertial sensors were recorded. The videotaped sequences were used for later visual instruction (see Section 2.3). In a next step, a four-segment forward kinematic model of the right arm was used to determine position and velocity information of the right hand needed for the sonification (Brock et al., 2012) .
Material
Preparation of Sonifications
Four specific kinematic parameters from the four-segment model were selected to modulate four different sound parameters based on the sound 'Jupiter Lead', which was generated by the Synth Modul 'SonicCell' (Roland Germany GmbH, Nauheim, Germany; Brock et al., 2012) . Key features of sounds are their frequency, amplitude or intensity, spectral patterns and -in the case of an azimuth angle different from zero -temporal and intensity differences between ears. In the present study positions of the right metacarpophalangeal joint in medio-lateral axis were mapped on interaural intensity differences (stereo) and positions in the anterior-posterior axis on spectral patterns (spectral composition of the sound). The complete spectral composition of the sound was provided at the lowest distance between the right metacarpophalangeal joint and the body center (highest partial at 12 481 Hz). A movement to the largest distance reduced the partials linearly to a maximum value of 6020 Hz. Both features are still related to the ecologic mechanisms of sound localization (Kapralos et al., 2003) . Movements in the cranial-caudal axis were mapped on frequency, taken into account profound perceptual discrimination abilities of this feature in humans (Carlile, 2011) . Movements modified the sound 'Jupiter Lead' linearly between frequencies of 73 Hz and 294 Hz. Velocity changes were displayed as amplitude changes, assuming an ecological relationship between energy of movement and energy of sound (cf. Table 1 and Fig. 1 ). Overall seven different parameter combinations were realized consisting of three two-dimensional parameter combinations, three three-dimensional parameter combinations, and one four-dimensional parameter combination (cf. Table 1 ). This procedure resulted in 6 (upper limb actions) × 7 (parameter combinations) = 42 different sonification sequences. Overall durations as well as duration of movement's main phases of all sonification sequences were identical.
Procedure
Participants were seated at a table 450 cm in front of a 200 × 270 cm wide video screen wearing circumaural headphones (Beyer Dynamic, DT 100, 30-20 000 Hz). Auditory stimuli were displayed with pleasant overall amplitude up to 65 dB. An instruction video of the six upper limb actions was initially presented to each participant for three times. Additionally a chart with pictures and denominations of each action was placed in front of the participant. No audiovisual instruction was given at any time. After watching the instruction video participants were instructed to a six-item forced choice task to discriminate the presented sonification sequence to one of the six upper limb actions. Additionally the confidence of choice had to be ranked on a percentage scale (0-100%, Likert scale). Participants received no feedback at any time.
One hundred and twenty six trials were presented to participants in a standardized setting: Each trial consisted of (1) the trial number presented on the video screen (2.0 s), (2) the sonification sequence presented via headphones (overall duration 12.0 s; action duration 8.0 s), (3) a timeslot for the discrimination decision and confidence rating (6.5 s) completed by (4) a pink noise sequence (1.0 s) leading to an overall duration of a single trial of 21.5 s. The study consisted of seven blocks, each containing 6 (actions) × 3 (repetitions) = 18 trials. Each block represented a parameter combination (see Section 2.2). Order of blocks were counterbalanced over all participants and trial sequences were pseudo-randomized including the rule not to present a particular action more than twice in a row.
Data Analysis
A significance criterion of α = 5% was established for all results reported. In order to assess the discrimination rates and chance level t-tests for dependent samples were calculated, including participant's numbers of correct answers as dependent variable. Cohen's d was calculated as an effect size for all re-ported t-values (Cohen, 1988) . Separate univariate ANOVAs with repeated measures for the factors Block, Parameter Combination, Action Category and Action with number of correct answers as dependent variable were computed. The dependent variable confidence rating was subjected to the same statistical procedure. Post-hoc analyses were calculated using Tukey's HSD post-hoc test. Cohen's f was calculated as an effect size for all reported F -values (Cohen, 1988) . Additionally a correlation analysis was conducted in order to explore the relationships in correct answers between the parameter combinations.
Results
Participant's numbers of correct answers are shown in Fig. 3 . Participants were able to discriminate upper limb actions above chance level from the first block on. Effect sizes ranged from Cohen's d = 1.761 (block 1) to Cohen's d = 2.402 (block 6), thus indicating large effects. Additionally participants increased their discrimination rate with the duration of the study F (6, 162) = 16.444, p < 0.05, Cohen's f = 0.780, indicating a large effect. A post-hoc analysis on the factor Block revealed significant differences between the first block and blocks 3 to 7 as well as between the second block and blocks 3 to 7, thus leading to the assumption that participants needed 36 trials to learn the mapping between sound sequences and corresponding actions (Fig. 3a) . Figure 3b shows participant's number of correct answers over the seven different parameter combinations. Discrimination rates did not differ significantly between parameter combinations F (6, 162) = 0.573, p = 0.752, Cohen's f = 0.145. Thus higher dimensional sonifications did not lead to enhanced performance. Figure 3c shows participant's number of correct answers over the three different action categories. There was a significant main effect on Action Category F (2, 54) = 23.280, p < 0.05, Cohen's f = 0.929 indicating a large effect. A post-hoc analysis revealed significant differences between rasping/brushing (Action Category III) and drawing/stirring (Action Category I) as well as between rasping/brushing (Action Category III) and pouring/drinking (Action Category II), thus leading to the assumption that action structure may influence detection ability in our discrimination task and fast, cyclical actions can be discriminated best. Furthermore there was a significant main effect on Action, F (5, 135) = 7.216, p < 0.05, Cohen's f = 0.517, indicating a large effect. A post-hoc analysis on the factor Action revealed significant differences between pouring and stirring, pouring and drawing, pouring and drinking, pouring and rasping as well as between stirring and rasping (Fig. 3d) . ANOVAs (Action × Parameter Combinations, Action Category × Parameter Combinations) did not reveal significant interactions Figure 4a shows participant's confidence ratings during study progress. Participants increased their confidence rate during study progress F (6, 162) = 12.031, p < 0.05, Cohen's f = 0.668, indicating a large effect. A post-hoc analysis on the factor Block revealed ten significant differences, whereas participants in the first two blocks are significantly less confident than in blocks 4 to 7. The same is true for the third block compared to blocks 6 and 7, supporting the assumption that participants increased confidence about discriminating actions from each other. Figure 4b shows participant's confidence rating over all different parameter combinations. No differences between parameter combinations became significant (F (6, 162) = 0.700, p = 0.650, Cohen's f = 0.161). Figure 4c shows participant's confidence rating over the three different action categories documenting a significant main effect on Action Category F (2, 54) = 17.883, p < 0.05, Cohen's f = 0.815, indicating a large effect. A post-hoc analysis revealed significant differences between drawing/stirring (Action Category I) and rasping/brushing (Action Category III) as well as between drawing/stirring (Action Category I) and pouring/drinking (Action Category II). Additionally there was a significant main effect on Action, F (5, 135) = 18.728, p < 0.05, Cohen's f = 0.833, indicating a large effect. A post-hoc analysis on the factor Action revealed significant differences between drawing and brushing, drawing and rasping, drawing and drinking, stirring and brushing, stirring and rasping, stirring and drinking as well as between pouring and brushing, pouring and rasping, and pouring and drinking (Fig. 4d) .
Results show that participants were able to discriminate six everyday upper limb actions above chance level from the first block on and to increase their discrimination and confidence rate during the 126 trials. Furthermore results indicate differences between the discrimination and confidence rate of the six different upper limb actions chosen for this study. Additionally, we calculated a correlation analysis for the number of correct answers of our seven parameter combinations revealing that 18 of 21 possible combinations correlated with each other (Product Moment Correlation ranging between r = 0.40, . . . , 0.77). Because no differences in discrimination and confidence rate between parameter combinations became evident and all parameter combinations correlated with each other, there seems to be an overall action specific information enabling participants to discriminate upper limb actions from each other.
Discussion
The aim of the study was to explore if artificial movement acoustics based on kinematic movement parameters can be decoded by naïve listeners. Results show that participants were able to discriminate six everyday upper limb actions even when being naïve about the utilized kinematic-acoustic mapping structure and being inexperienced with movement sonification at all. Additionally participants obtained high discrimination rates already from the first block on (42.46% score compared to 16.67% chance level) and furthermore rapidly increased within 40 min of treatment duration (up to 68.65% within the last block) indicating short term learning.
Discrimination rates were obviously independent from the complexity of the sonification and treatments were intercorrelated suggesting that there is an overall action specific information enabling participants to discriminate upper limb actions from each other. Previous research has indicated that the auditory system is capable of supplementing visual perception by decoding motion related sounds and addressing mechanisms of multisensory integration (Beauchamp, 2005) thus integrating visual as well as auditory biological motion information (Bidet-Caulet et al., 2005) . Results of the present study highlight the importance of exclusively presented artificial movement acoustics which can obviously provide action specific information by presumably enriching biological movement perception audiovisually.
Based on the study of Young et al. (2012) , who had participants perceive and reenact stride length and cadence of natural and synthesized walking sounds, and the results of our study we argue that the auditory identification of human movements, based on a continuously auditory coded kinematic trajectory, could be realized in a similar manner as visual identification of human movements, restricted to point-light displays. Neuroscientific research reveals that mirror neurons may cause and/or support identification, recognition and comprehension of observed human movements (Rizzolatti, 2005; Young et al., 2012) . When dealing with new and unnatural sound sequences Lahav and colleagues (2007) argue that the degree of motor activation is modulated by a learned mapping between the movement and its acoustics. This is not transferable to our setting: There was no feedback given to the participants at any time and they were not asked for any specific motor activity. The enhancement of the discrimination rate during continued treatment therefore should be based on increasing knowledge about sound sequences of concurring action patterns enabling the participants to a more reliable discrimination. This on one hand might be reflected in our data in terms of an increase of correct answers during study progress (Fig. 3a) . However, on the other hand, participants in our study were already able to correctly identify actions above chance from the first block on when being naïve about the mapping underlying our sound sequences. That might indicate that action specific-multimodalrepresentations could be addressed also by an acoustic transformation of their kinematics.
In contrast to our hypothesis identification rates were not related to the different dimensional sonifications. Even listening to low-dimensional sonifications resulted in high identification rates, and it might be concluded that each kind of sonification or treatment, resp. provided similar amounts of information about a certain action pattern. The intercorrelations between treatments imply that performances are at least partially based on the same factor. This factor might be interpreted in terms of inter-individual differences of the participants, but data do not support this view. The correlation might rather be rooted in the design of the kinematic sonifications: All sonifications contained the velocity of the action that was mapped onto amplitude, and Fig. 2 illustrates that the velocity differed between submovements of actions. Thus the amplitude profiles informed about action structures and might have been sufficient for their discrimination. Actions of the same category differed less in their amplitude profile than actions of different categories. Accordingly errors were larger within than between categories, confirming that discrimination rates depend on the (dis)similarity of action structures. Directional information of actions provided by frequency, spectral composition and stereo modifications might have been of less importance for the present perceptual task, but it should not be concluded that the display of a single dimension is sufficient for action discrimination. Considering that velocity was defined as the length of the action vector in three-dimensional space within a given time, it reflects positional changes in time independent of action direction. Therefore it might be understood as an integrating four-dimensional parameter.
The aspect that participants in our study were able to identify everyday upper limb actions based on the acoustical kinematics is supported by fMRI data illustrating that listening to movement specific sound (acquired piano pieces) activates motor-related brain networks (Broca's area, premotor region, intraparietal sulcus and the inferior parietal region). Such areas are accommodating the human mirror neuron system and they are part of a 'hearing-doing system' that seems to be highly dependent of the participant's motor repertoire (Lahav et al., 2007) . Therefore, when people's perception might be restricted by perceptual deficits (e.g., rehabilitation after stroke) or perception underlies high demands (e.g., high performance sports) auditory information guiding movement behavior may have a supportive role in motor learning and control (Làdavas, 2008; Schmidt and Lee, 2011) . Resulting from that and the current research discussed above we want to highlight two specific practical implications: First, if the so-called 'hearing-doing system' depends on the human motor repertoire, auditory stimuli may play a significant role in the relearning of movements. This is of keen interest for neuro-motor rehabilitation, sensory therapy and/or high performance sport, when formerly mastered actions could not be performed accurately anymore and thus have to be or should be reacquired. Second, Gonzalez and colleagues (2010) could show that pre-motor auditory information based on kinematic aspects of objects to grasp helps to anticipate prehension and individuals can use auditory cues to predict the forces required to lift the object. These findings expand the possible forms of implementing auditory information in the relearning of movement in such a way that pre-motor auditory cues may be applied in a priming context and thus establish new forms for developing precision in rehabilitation and/or high performance sport (e.g., shooting) and expand research and application in multisensory information integration. For example, during recovery of somatosensation after stroke the implementation of multisensory training regimen -like for instance integrating auditory information in visuo-motor tasks -might reinforce the innate ability of the human brain to perceive and integrate multisensory events and thus facilitates motor learning and relearning (Carey et al., 2002) .
We are aware of several limitations of our study and want to highlight three specific ones. First, due to technical limitations and the novelty of implementing this method we decided in this study to focus on single-arm upper limb actions, thus sonifying only one arm. For future studies it would be of high interest to expand our methodology and implement both arms and even the whole body for movement sonification. Second, the question remains open how different target groups of individuals may respond in comparable studies. In our study we asked healthy participants to evaluate a healthy model. However, it would be interesting for future studies to contrast healthy and challenged individuals and their responses to our healthy model, or to examine if rates of action discrimination could be modulated by presenting different stimuli, generated by individuals themselves compared to our model or even other (well known vs. unknown) individuals. Recently Schmitz and Effenberg (2012) have shown that subjects identify own movements above chance level when they hear own movements, but are not able to correctly reject own movements when they hear movements of other persons. Thus the discrimination of a person is better, when sonified movements correspond to the own movement. It would be interesting to investigate whether the same holds for action identification. If so, auditory displays of actions should be adapted to the individual skills or action repertoire to optimize the effects in rehabilitation and sports. Third, future studies in this field of applied sonification should additionally focus on simple actions, like for instance pointing tasks. Thereby it would be of high interest to see if for example auditory position information itself is sufficient to support motor precision and accuracy of the upper limbs. Additionally it is of high interest and relevance to question if there are other, maybe improving, mappings of kinematic acoustics.
Based on that we argue that auditory information seem to enhance the judgment accuracy of human actions and exhibit potential for improving motor learning and control. Thereby future studies should try to focus on the amount, the function and the content of the auditory information in (multi-)sensory learning and control.
